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About This Game

Premier Buggy Racing Tour provides drivers with a thrilling off-road racing experience. Hire Drivers, Sell Merchandise, and
purchase Upgrades as you earn a reputation and compete for the Premier Buggy Racing Championship!
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SEASON MODE

 Choose to start your career from three different racing background perspectives.

 Customize your Car Number and Buggy Paint Scheme on the Premier Buggy Racing Tour.

 Hire Drivers in Season Mode to bring in additional revenue to your race team.

 Purchase Vehicle Upgrades throughout the racing season to improve your speed.

 Sell Merchandise to Premier Buggy Racing fans at each racing event to bring in revenue.

 Improve your relationship with race fans for additional team benefits.

 Compete for the Premier Buggy Racing Championship!

QUICK RACES

 Customize your own races at all of the racetracks from SEASON MODE.

 Compete in exhibition races to practice and improve your speed.

 Customize the AI Difficulty for your Quick Races.

ONLINE TRIALS

 Compete against the clock as you race for the best lap on the STEAM LEADERBOARDS.

 Compete in TIME TRIALS to practice and improve your speed.

COMPETITIVE AI RACING
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 'Race Favorite' - At each race event, some drivers may be favored to win more than others based on their personal
attributes.

  AI Drivers will compete on the racetrack and look for the best opportunities to pass each other during each race event.

  At each event, some AI Drivers may have more competitive cars depending on their season performance and vehicle
upgrades.

NOTICE - Trading Cards

Steam Trading Cards have been created for Premier Buggy Racing Tour, however, may be unavailable on launch per the new
Steam Trading Card policy.
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Title: Premier Buggy Racing Tour
Genre: Indie, Racing, Sports
Developer:
JDRumble
Publisher:
JDRumble
Release Date: 10 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or Newer

Processor: Intel Pentium 4

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8800GT

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX®-compatible

Additional Notes: Controller is STRONGLY RECOMMENDED for the best experience!

English
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premier buggy racing tour

Modern rendition of the classic card game "Go Fish" with the impeccible plot devices and voice acting that is reminiscent of the
Bourne Conpiracy. The dialogue is very well written and has the impact of the series finale of Breaking Bad.. A clumsy and
poorly put together HOG. The animation throughout is painful to watch. My wife highlighted the cringeworthy rabbit animation
- for me the cat with the broken leg/arm was the real (not) gem!. I bought it to get the Machiko hair and all i got was the outfit,
WTF?!. Teach you about Japan.. The online multiplayer is intense

10/10. It's like Ikaruga with little girls. Absolutely amazing. This game is so much fun! I hope the devs extend this a bit more,
because it could be so much better!. It feels disengenuous to list this game as "multiplayer" capable, when it seems -- from all
internet evidence, and trying for several hours now -- not to function at all, even direct IP.
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Cheap but not worth it.

Sure it's under 2 bucks, but the gameplay here is just bad. Six levels in total, five of which look exactly the same. I have yet to
experience the sixth. No tutorial at all or help at all. When I first started playing I went to the in game story to look at weapons
and power ups but had no in game currency to get them. So I jumped into level one expecting a tutorial and a way to make
money. Maybe I would get weapons there. Nope.

The only in game text in game happens during gameplay and is for the most part distracting and pointless. My first play through
had me distracted reading text as tiny unbelievably hard to see little black ships snuck up to my ship and started attacking. Lots
of them. I tried fighting them off with the main cannon but it wasn't enough. I found I wasn't able to summon cannons so I
figured I had to play through the level with just my player controlled cannon. The in game text mentioned that the crew was
working on adding guns for me to use and I just had to hold off the enemy forces...So I tried again being sure to pay attention.
Sure enough again There were just to many to kill with my cannon. I couldn't figure out how to equip my other guns in game. It
wasn't until after my third waste of time/play through of level one that I went back to the main store and sure enough I had
enough money somehow to buy weapons for my ship. I guess the developers had the idiotic idea that players should grind level
one then know to go to the store and buy guns/equip them so they can beat level one.

Really?

One negative review of the game on Steam said it best:

Bought it for $1 on sale. 30 seconds in to the first level there are too many NPC's and my gun is disabled. Ships 1/100th the size
of yours need 5 shots to destroy.

So my first play throughs were pretty much you wasting time and earning money. This sets the tone for the game.

Directionless and cheap.

I had to grind this way to beat level 1.
Repeat grinding several times for level 2.
Repeat again for level 3.
Repeat again for level 4.
Repeat again for level 5.
Get stuck on 5 after repeating to many times.
Write this review and delete this crap.

Weapons have no explanation of what they do and how much they hit for. You can barely see their specific shots in game so it's
kind of a guessing game as to what to do. Later on I found out after grinding a bit that I could upgrade my guns a bit. They do
better, but you still need to grind like crazy to make it through the later levels. It felt bland and empty. After all that frustration
now, I won easily. Sure it was nice being able to get through some of the early levels easier, but it was still a grind and me
fighting the same few ships over and over again.

Level 5 has been my wall. Try, die, upgrade, try again, upgrade, try again and upgrade. This isn't fun. I've gone to the forums to
check out what works and apparently the answer is all green lasers.
Really?

Then I'm reading all green lasers got nerfed. So thats not working.

Really?

I'm not in the mood to replay the game a few dozen times more to max out my ship parts to then hit a wall to try and figure out
which nondescript weapons will work on clearing the final two levels. That's pointless grinding and time wasted. You need to
buy each weapon and pay to upgrade them each time in game. So in theory if there is a magical set and arrangement for these
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nondescript weapons I need to replay and grind this crap game over and over again as I buy, upgrade and try them over and over
again and see what allows me to survive the onslaught.

Not fun.

Any way lets go into a bit on the very deceptive description for this game:

Cosmic Dust & Rust is a tower defence game set in space. Upgrade your ship, build turrets and defence systems, undergo side
missions and take control of your ship manually and use its cannons and super weapons to destroy your enemies.

So Cosmic Dust & Rust is a sort of tower defense game. You have ship and over time you can equip guns and upgrade
everything on it.

Now "undergo side missions" is a bit of a misnomer. You don't. While you play the game you earn in game currency just by
playing it. It's called "Side Missions" but it's really just the game keeping track of various set objectives that are about how
much of so and so you kill or how often you use so and so skill. There is no real, leave the game campaign behind and do a side
mission here.

"and take control of your ship manually and use its cannons and super weapons to destroy your enemies."
This one. This one here is what hooked me. I thought this was going to be me manually piloting my ship some how and having
an active role in how the level is played out..... No... Not really. In Cosmic Dust & Rust from the very first level you are in
control of the ships main cannon. This is normal gameplay. Not "and take control of your ship manually" as if it were bonus play
on top of the normal tower defense formula here. Later on you can use two special skills to help you further along. But the game
never shows you how to use said skills. I bought and installed the ion cannon and the shield and didn't figure out how to get them
to work until level four when I started tapping random keys out of frustration. 3 & 4 on my keyboard all of a sudden became
useful. The cool down on these are painfully long frustrating. I wouldn't say using these power ups and the ships main cannon
count as something unique here. It just feels like regular active gameplay in a tower defense game. This isn't anything new nor is
it me taking control.

So far I've spent over 2 hours playing Cosmic Dust & Rust and it feels like a colossal waste of time. This is sorta like a
masochistic flash game that feels like it was released midway through development. From what I read in the earlier reviews the
game was short but enjoyable. I could do that. Then some reviews were saying that it just didn't have the amount of content to
justify the asking price. Since then the developer has updated the game and I think I am playing the boring and grindy results.
Instead of adding more levels and fleshing out the game, they just made it harder.

It's six frakin levels.

Why do that to a six level game? This is made in GameMaker. It's not hard to make new levels in GameMaker. Hell just copy
paste some levels and adjust the amount of ships and call it a day. It not like the levels here stand out at all or there are unique
sequences of events. It's an enemy wave defense game with ships that all look alike and blend together. Put some more effort
into this.

I could go on, but this is just frustrating. I was really hoping the developers of Cosmic Dust & Rust would listen to the reviews
and comments on the Steam store, and then I came across this comment.
conradproteus [developer] May 21 @ 4:12pm
For 2$ what did you expect? we are indie and we tryd to get some funds from this so that we can make sequal with more
features and content
So instead of making the best game they can, they just wanna up and abandon it for a better sequel.

Screw this game.. Pizza Frenzy

Double Frenzy
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Triple Frenzy

Mega Frenzy

Ultra Frenzy. This game's unreal.

It's stylish from the moment you start it up, and really easy to pick up and play. I was (pun intended) transfixed from the
moment I started playing it, and have gotten amazing value out of the game so far (all achievements in just under 40 hours). The
game encourages multiple playthroughs of each level, and each time you will be approaching the level differently to earn
different medals for fast completion, collecting 100% of the items in the level, and efficient platforming.

Octahedron is never boring. It's constantly evolving how you play the game through clever level design and upgrading of your
platform, but it also never gets too complicated. It remains, from start to finish, a game about timing your jumps and platforms
to get to the end of the level, and never loses its way. The soundtrack is absolutely incredible, and is almost worth the price on
its own. I would highly recommend buying the collectors edition if you enjoy electronica/synth/chiptune type music.

Any issues I have with the game are so unbelievably minor that they're almost not worth mentioning. There are a couple
collectables in certain levels that require almost perfect timing and spike the difficulty a little high from what you're used to in
the rest of the game. Not necessarily a bad thing, but caused some frustration at certain points. The game can also, at times,
strain your hands on some of the longer levels that require constant jumping/platforming, depending on how you're playing (on
keyboard, in my case). It's very rare that this happens though, as most levels don't take longer than 2-4 minutes on average.

9.5/10. I cant stress enough how much you need this game. It is extremely underappreciated and for shaddowed by many other
games in its run and gun catagory. This game only cost £3.99, but if i knew how much fun i would have playing this game, i
would happily pay £20 no questions asked. The game it's self is just amazing and it may not look like much but the game has a
lot of originality and quite a unique story too. The 8-bit look aswell honestly sold me and made me ponder at one point if this
would actually fit on an atari. I dont know what to say now (without spoilers) but buy this game and PLEASE make a sequel. I'm
seriously addicted to this game.... Doesn't work on Windows 7 64bit.

I've tried multiple shortcuts (CTRL+SHIFT+T, SHIFT+CTRL+T), the program doesn't work after you select the video or
service you want to stream.

There's no manual, only an useless webpage with a single (and wrong) shortcut.

Even giving admin privileges to the application doesn't work.

A good idea, but badly executed.. It's good begining. I think i like some improvements over gamplay, but it's pretty solid as it is..
i rode the tube hit green no hit red

Premier Buggy Racing Tour - October 10th!:

Premier Buggy Racing Tour will officially launch on Steam on October 10th, 2017. The game includes Controller Support,
Steam Achievements, and Steam Leaderboards. Steam Trading Cards are also expected to be available shortly after launch, per
Steam's new trading card policy.

Pick up Premier Buggy Racing Tour during launch week to save 10%.
After launch week, Premier Buggy Racing Tour will retail at $4.99 on Steam.

Don't forget to interact with the community hub starting on launch day, by uploading your best laps from Online Trials as well
as uploading screenshots from your racing experiences!. Game Update - Version 1.00B (AI Difficulty):
Premier Buggy Racing Tour has been updated with a minor adjustment to the AI Difficulty settings. Some players were
concerned that the AI Drivers were a little bit too fast, so today this update should address those concerns.

- The 'default' AI Driver difficulty setting has been adjusted.
- The overall speed of the AI Drivers has been reduced at each racetrack.
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Premier Buggy Racing Tour will continue to listen to community feedback going into the future. See you out on the racetrack!. 
Featured Sale!:
This game will be on sale for an additional week following the Lunar New Year's Steam Sale!

Enjoy!. Week SALE!:
Get Premier Buggy Racing on sale this week! Enjoy!. Premier Buggy Racing Tour - Weekly Sale:
Premier Buggy Racing Tour is currently being featured in a weekly sale!. Weekly Sale - Premier Buggy Racing Tour:
Weekly Sale - Premier Buggy Racing Tour!

Enjoy!
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